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ABSTRACT 

SMARTBEE 2.8 SYSTEM 

This project introduces a deep investigation and study for project management subject 

in general. The main goal of this study, is to understand the main concepts and prin

ciples of the project management and to go ahead to investigate the task management 

as a part of the project management. 

Further, in this project we are going to analyze and design a proposed program to man

age different tasks belongs to the employees in a certain medical center in Jeddah city. 

The necessary data about this center has been collected and arranged. Such data include 

the hierarchal structure, departments' organization, tasks description, and other data of 

the employee. 

The suggested system has been analyzed using Use Case analysis method. Then the 

proposed system has been designed and the required database has been built. The pro

totype of the new Task management system has been developed. 

The developed system has been revised by the medical center IT section and they have 

some comments and notes that taken into consideration and the revised system have 

been·carried out. 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION 

Project management System is not only required for big business, small one can 

also benefit from an Effective Online Project Management. The knowing of how 

to use and apply the knowledge you have acquired in all areas will be helpful in 

the implementation and accomplishment of any project. Project management tool 

is, generally, thought of as a business or organizational term, and it is true to say 

that project management techniques are normally applied to "Major" Projects 

within an organization. Project Management Software can help you to manage 

your project efficiently. 

Project management system increases the effectiveness of the work and the happi

ness of organization clients by making the workflow fully transparent to them. For 

every project management work is conducted under the supervision of an individ

ual project manager and it is the responsibility of the Project manager to head the 

whole project without even participating in the whole work, this is due to the 

software designed specifically for Project management. Online project manage

ment software is suitable for individuals as well as for businesses who want an 

uncomplicated and effective IT project management tool. 

1.1 Importance of the Proiect 

The importance of the current project is coming from the importance of the sub

ject under study. Task Management Software is interactive and responsive tool 

that either runs on the computer as a single user or may be shared by a group of 

project managers. Time is more precious than ever and the amount of tasks each 

ofus has to cope with is almost endless so with this Project Management. 

Task each and everyone in the organization can save the time in managing there 

projects. The only difference between successful and average people is their abili

ty to manage their tasks effectively. This ability could be improved significantly 

by using task management software and other task tracking tools. The principles 

of effective IT project management are potentially applicable to any business type 
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across different industries; it is an excellent tool for the management of all types 

of business. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

In Saudi Arabia, there are several big hospitals. Such as International Medical 

Center hospital has several activities that required to be executed several tasks dai

ly. Thus, there are many tasks going on every day, managers in such Hospital hire 

many employees to help them do the tasks. How to manage all the tasks efficient

ly on line is a problem for the leaders and their employees. Furthermore, an em

ployee might be involved in several different tasks; he/she might have different 

roles in different tasks. For example, an employee might be a team leader for one 

task; while at the same time, he/she might be a team member for another task. 

Right now they do not have software to manage their tasks yet. 

By using the suggested task management system, without having a meeting, the 

employee could know the tasks assigned to them by their leaders; the managers 

could know the progress of the current tasks; and the supervisor will know how 

many tasks are going on concurrently and who is responsible for each of the sug

gested project. 

Moreover, sometimes managers need to modify employee's tasks. For example, 

due to business expansion or due to changes of some of employees tasks. The 

general manager can even change the tasks distribution, although it does not hap

pen quite often. 

All of these could be done more easily by using task management software. The 

design and implementation of such a task management system is the goal of the 

proposed project. 

The employee efficiency evaluation depends on three effective items: 

I- The number of tasks that he has finished monthly

2- The time needed to finish the assigned tasks and if it is within the li

mited timed by the manager or not
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3- The quality of employee performance during the task access

1.3 About IMC 

The idea of starting International Medical Center (IMC) first took place in the ear

ly part of the 1990s.Tthe vision behind it was of Sheikh Ahmed Hasan Fataihi be

ing the CEO and Chairman of the Fitaihi Company. He saw a need for a modern 

hospital to be set up in Jeddah. The Sheikh started and supported the project till its 

incorporation. Sheikh Fataihi's son, Dr. Walid Fataihi was on his way to becom

ing a doctor from George Washington University and was then going to pursue his 

internship and residency from Harvard Medical School in the United States. Dur

ing Dr. Walid's pursuit of his internship program from Harvard Medical School, 

he was completing his Masters Degree in Health Policy and Management and at 

the same time supervising the first marketing and financial feasibility studies of 

the International Medical Center. The outcome was that a contract was signed by 

architects from both Saudi Arabia and Boston for the initial planning of the hos

pital. 

Another doctor by the name of Dr. Wael Kaawach later on joined the 

project of IMC. By this time Dr. Fataihi and the new doctor were both practicing 

physicians and clinical instructors at the Harvard Medical School in Boston at that 

point of time. Both of them joined hands and further went on the to develop the 

mission and vision behind the IMC. They also jointly oversaw the completion of 

the design of the hospital, the signing with Joint Commission International, and 

achieving a partnership with the Cleveland Clinic Foundation. 

When the business plan was developed and other like minded ambitious 

and established professionals had joined, the investors were carefully chosen as it 

was the founder's intention to seek an investor that really believed in the basic 

principles of the project. 

Right from the time start, the Board of Directors of IMC have maintained 

that the most important effort is to continue the work of IMC is all forms with the 

intention of working for the good of mankind. This would be through healing, ap

proaching all individuals with equal respect and dignity. 
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The architectural designing and the establishment of the partnership with 

The Cleveland Clinic Foundation was completed by the mid 1990s. Further on 

from there, IMC operated as a small start up office and started working on its col

laborations with some of better known architectural, design and contracting firms 

in the United States. This was followed by advisors and consultants from the va

ried areas joining hands in the take off operations. 

In 2002 and after the completion of the architectural designs, the opera

tions were moved from Boston, United States to Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. Some ad

ditional professionals had joined the management teas and the IMC grew in size 

and its operations progressed. 

2003 was a ground breaking and significant time for IMC as it was in January that 

its presence was made known to Jeddah. The presence of the Chairman and CEO 

of Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Dr. Floyd Loop, and the event was made all the 

more special. 

Time has moved and we are now standing at the bridge that will lead us to 

a new and exciting era. As we see our dreams and hard work finally take shape, 

there is sense of pride that we have as we have been able to deliver what we prom

ised in terms of providing a unique and complete service towards those in need of 

it. 

1.3.1 Educational programs: 

In this report I talked mostly about education as it is related to my course. 

Education has been believed to the core of excellence. With this belief, 

IMC has wide ranging and specialized educational programs. These will 

be developed and provided to all interested individuals, be it from IMC 

staff as well as from the patients that are seeking assistance in the hospit

al. 

IMC has made its participation in the community as one of its main 

objectives. This has become one of the most important driving forces that 

have resulted in the improvement of the community education. 
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With IMC having access to the educational material of Cleveland 

Clinic Education Programs, it only needs to have its translation done in 

Arabic for meeting the needs of the community. 

IMC's facilities include an advance auditorium that is equipped 

with all the modern audio and video devices that enable it to broadcast 

live programs to any part of the world and also receive live transmission 

made from any part of the world. 

More detailed information about IMC and its Educational Pro

grams will be made available by IMC as soon as it opens its doors to the 

community. 

1.4 Project Objectives: 

The suggested software system will collect and store all the information of current 

employees in a database. Without managing the employee, it cannot manage the 

business tasks. Old employee leave and new employee come. Different people 

have different roles. 

The suggested project has several objectives that can be summarized and listed as 

follows: 

1- Studying the subject of the project management deeply by the aid of the pre

vious researches and literatures:

It is a necessarily step in order to gain a knowledge about task management 

and collect information about similar task management systems of other com

panies and organizations. Also it is important to cover the web application, 

project management, security systems, software, and similar systems. 

2- Understanding the systems of Institutional Advancement of IMC: Some fact

finding techniques such as interviews and observation of different mangers are

needed to understand the organization, their activities, policies, pressures, vo

cabularies and business process

3- Developing the system in:

a. Carrying out a complete analysis and design of the suggested software
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system using use case analysis methods. 

b. Building of an appropriate database for the case under study (Hospital)

by collecting all required data about its activities and tasks.

c. Design the prototype: this is incomplete but functioning applications

or subsystems called prototype are constructed and refined based on

feedback from users.

4- Developing system construction, implementation, installing and testing of

systems component.(Next semester in senior part 2)

1.5 Project Methodology: 

The methodology of the current project ensures the achievement of the pre-defined 

objectives. The methodology can be divided into two part; first part: the proce

dure, which describe the system development life cycle and the second part: find 

tools, which identify the software used throughout the implementation. 

The following tow sections describe the two parts of the project methodology. 

1.5.1 Stages that are taken place in the project life cycle: 

(1) 

Project Selection 

(2) 

Literature Review 

(3) 

System Analysis 

(4) 

System Design and prototype 

development 
Application and Software Development 

(5) 

Implementation and Testing 

(6) 

System Delivery 

Figure 1 (1.5.1) Stages of the Project Life Cycle 
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Phase-I: Project selection: 

In this phase, the first step is to conduct with reliable organization to search 

for multiple project to develop it for them, these companies were AL-Sawany 

Co, AL-Salehya Medical Equipment Co, Siemens Medical Solution Co, and 

International Medical Center. After that, we received two proposals from the 

last two organiz.ations; finally, we decided to select the International Medical 

Center proposal because it satisfied our senior project requirements. 

The second step is to defined the problem statement which is defined in chap

ter one. 

Phase-2: Literature Review: 

In this phase, the literatures discussed the similar issues will be gathered and 

studied. In addition, the articles and books concerning task management sys

tem will be overviewed. Further, the available software that deals with task 

management system will be investigated. 

Moreover, the required data and information about the studied hospital will 

be collected and arranged in a suitable manner. The data collection will be 

done depending on the direct and prepared meeting with the hospital team

work and managers. The hospital activities as well as the activities tasks will 

be clarified and documented. In addition, the management system of the stu

died case will be deeply investigated and analyzed. 

Phase-3 and 4: System analysis and system design and prototype develop

ment: 

In these phases, the appropriate software will be carried out. The software 

carrying out requires the following activities: 

• System analysis using Use-Case Methods including:

The studied system will be decomposed into its details components. The 

function of every one has been identified. The relations between such com

ponents will be determined. Moreover, the system inputs and output will be 

cleared and data gathering and arrangement will bee finalized. Furthermore, 

the system actors will be identified. The function of each actor as will as the 
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actors authorities and responsibilities within the program will be estimated. 

• System design :

In this stage, the system user interfaces will be designed according the system 

analysis requirements stated in the previous stage. This including system in

puts, output and design a prototype. Moreover, the database structure and re

lations will be built in this phase. 

• Implementation and testing:
In this section the designed program will be finally empirically validated.

However, the goodness of fit of the proposed model to real-life qualitative 

problems can only be validated empirically. In this stage the program will be 

tested with an actual data to repair the expected errors. 

• System delivery.

In this stage the last version of the designed program will be produced and

applied.

1.6 Required Hardware and Software: 

1.6.1 Required software: 

During system analysis and design stages, the used software can listed as fol

lows: 

Visual Basic dot net is the software that will be used in the code writing. As it 

is will known, there are several websites provides a readyrnade cod that will 

help in the program building. Such code may be help in the interface creation, 

dialogue boxes, and database-visual basic linking (See Appendix C). 

The second important software that will be used in the analysis and design 

stages is the Microsoft Visio that will help in the charts and flowcharts draw

ing. 

Visual Basic .NET (VB.NET} is an object-oriented computer language that 

can be viewed as an evolution of Microsoft's Visual Basic (VB) implemented 

on the Microsoft .NET framework. The great majority of VB.NET developers 
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contains the project documentation. 

Which is a diagramming software for Microsoft Windows. It uses vector 

graphics to create diagrams. Visio software puts a range of powerful drawing 

tools at your fingertips.As computer users seek to represent visual information, 

such as a flowchart, tools such as Schematic, SmartDraw, Dia, OmniGraftle, 

Microsoft Visio, Inspiration, ConceptDraw 7, allow them to express the 

information in the form of a diagram. 

The 2007 Standard and Professional editions share the same interface, but the 

latter has additional templates for more advanced diagrams and layouts as well 

as unique functionality that makes it easy for users to connect their diagrams to 

a number of data sources and display the information graphically. 

1.6.2 Required hardware: 

As it understands, the proposed software package is multi user program, which 

requires the following hardware: 

1- LAN network

2- Intel 4 PC unit as network server with 512 MB ram, 120 GB hard disk

3- PC terminal units

4- Printer

1. 7 Report Outline:

The project report has been divided into four chapters. These chapters can be 

summarized as follows: 

Chapter 1: Introduces a general introduction of the studied subject, project objec

tives and research methodology. 

Chapter 2: Present a detailed background concerning the project management sys

tem and browses the literature and researches that investigated similar 

or related subjects. 

Chapter 3: Document of the complete work the developing of the suggested new 

system including system analysis, and system design. 

Chapter 4: Conclusion and recommendation: Summarizes the main research con

clusions and the suggestions of the future work. 
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Chapter 2. BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 Background 

Twenty years ago, Bannon et al. [8] observed that information workers often 

switch between concurrent tasks or activities. In Rooms, Card and Henderson [13] 

observed that tasks can be supported via the management of ''working sets" of 

windows, in much the same way operating systems manage working sets in mem

ory. Card and Henderson identified desirable properties of task management sys

tems, including: fast task switching, fast task resumption, and easy reacquisition 

of the cognitive context associated with a task. 

Over the two decades since the work of Bannon et al., numerous virtual desktop 

managers have been built and each has exhibited some of these properties. Task 

management systems typically provide some efficient way of switching from one 

set of windows and applications to another set, as a basic form of task switching. 

Although workers may switch among tasks in a self-guided manner, a significant 

portion of task switching is caused by external interruptions [19]. Czerwinski, Cu

trell, and Horvitz [14][16][[17] have sought to understand the influence of inter

ruptions on task switching for information workers in order 

to design tools that can assist users to recover from interruptions. 

We have also been motivated to re-examine task switching and task management 

design opportunities in the face of the growing popularity of larger display and 

multiple monitor configurations. 

In an informal study at our organization, we found that when users shift to larger 

display surfaces, they leave more applications running and associated windows 

open. For example, we observed that single display users tend to keep an average 

or 4 windows open at once, while dual monitor users keep 12 and triple monitor 

users keep 18 windows open on average (N=I6 users). This significant trend sug

gests that there is an opportunity for design innovation with windows and task 

management to make handling larger numbers of concurrent windows, potentially 

clustered by task, a fundamentally more natural and effective experience. 
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We have developed a windows management methodology to exploit this opportu

nity. Scalable Fabric is a system designed to assist users manage tasks on the 

Windows desktop, allocating screen real estate in accordance with a user's atten

tion, using a focus-plus-context display. The periphery of the screen is used to 

hold scaled down live windows rather than hiding them with traditional windows 

minimization. In order to facilitate tasks witching, Scalable Fabric allows users to 

group collections of windows that are used together. We shall refer to groups of 

Windows that are used together as tasks. We realize that this notion is not isomor

phic with all conceptions of computer-centric ''tasks," but in our conversations 

with end users after studies of this topic, this notion appears to resonate easily 

with their description of their own computer work. 

2.2 Proiect Management: 

Project management is the process of scooping, planning, staffing, orga

nizing, directing, and controlling the developmental minimum cost within a spe

cific time frame. 

For any systems development project, effective project management is necessary 

to ensure that he project meets the deadline, is developed within an acceptable 

budget, and fulfills customer expectation. 

2.3 Proiect Management Functions 

The basic function of a project manger have been studied and refined by manage

ment theories for many years. The function include scoping, planning, staffing, 

organizing, scheduling, directing, controlling, and closing. 

• Scoping: scope defines the boundaries of the project manager must scope

project expectations and constrains in order to plan activities, estimate

costs, and mange expectations.

• Planning: planning identifies the tasks required to complete the project.

This is based on the manger's understanding of the project scope and the

methodology used to achieve the goal.

• Estimation: each task that is required to complete the project must be esti

mated. How much time will be required? How many people will be
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needed? What skills will be needed? What tasks must be completed before 

other tasks are started? Can some of the tasks overlap? How much will it 

cost? These are all estimating issues. Some of these issues can be reso\ved 

with the project modeling tools. 

• Scheduling: give the project plan, the project manger is responsible for

scheduling all project activities. The project schedule should be developed

with an understanding of the required tasks, the task duration, and task pre

requisites.

• Organizing: the project manger should make sure that members of the

project team understanding their own individual roles and responsibilities

as well as their reporting relationship to the project manager.

• Directing: once the project has begun, the project manager must direct the

team's activities. Every project manager must demonstrate people man

agement skills to coordinate, delegate, motivate, advise, appraise, and re

ward team members.

• Controlling: perhaps the manager's most difficult and important function is

controlling the project. Few plan will he executed without problems and

delays. The project manager must monitor and report progress against

goals, schedule, and costs and make appropriate adjustment when neces-

• Closing: good project managers always assess successes and failures at the

conclusion of a project. They learn from their mistakes and plan for conti

nuous improvement of the systems development process.

All of the above functions are dependent on ongoing interpersonal com

munication among the project manager, the team, and other managers.

Project management software:

2.4 Proiect Management Software: 

Project Management Software is the process of applying knowledge in overseeing 

and managing a project of whatever magnitude. Project Management System is 

not only required for big projects, Small projects can also benefit from an Effec

tive Online Project Management. Knowing how to use and apply the knowledge 
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you have acquired in all areas will be helpful in the implementation and accom

plishment of any project. Project Management Tool is generally thought of as a 

business or organizational term, and it is true to say that Project Management 

techniques are normally applied to "Major" Projects within an organization. 

Project Management Software can help you to manage your Project Efficiently. 

Project Management Software to Manage Multiple Projects and Tasks Project 

Management Software for Small-to-Medium size businesses who wish to manage 

their Multiple Projects and Multiple Tasks online in one centralized place. Project 

Management System increases the Effectiveness of your work and the happiness 

of your clients by making the workflow fully transparent to them. For every 

Project Management work is conducted under the supervision of an individual 

Project Manager and it is the responsibility of the Project Manager to head the 

whole project without even participating in the whole work, this is due to the 

software designed specifically for Project Management. Online Project Manage

ment Software is suitable for individuals as well as for businesses who want an 

uncomplicated and effective IT Project. 

2.5 Task Management: 

Task Management is the part of the operating system that controls the running of 

one or more tasks within the computer at the same time. Moreover, it is a process 

of managing task or task portfolio during its lifecycle, including planning, testing, 

tracking and reporting. 

An effective task management supposes managing all aspects of a task including 

its status, priority, time, human and financial resources assignments, recurrences, 

notifications and so on. The task management is a part of project management 

and process management. 

2.6 Task Management Software: 

Task Management Software is interactive and responsive tool that either runs on 

the computer as a single user or may be shared by a group of project managers. 

Time is more precious than ever and the amount of tasks each of us has to cope 
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with is almost endless so with this Project Management Task each and everyone 

in the organization can save the time in managing there projects. The only differ

ence between successful and average people is their ability to manage their tasks 

effectively. This ability could be improved significantly by using Task Manage

ment Software and other Task Tracking Tools. The principles of Effective IT 

Project Management are potentially applicable to any project type across different 

industries; it is an excellent Tool for the Management of all types of Projects. 

2.7 Proiect Management Proiect Previous Work: 

2.7.1 First study: 

Qian Sha [1] stated that the use of on- line project management system, 

enabled the employee to know the tasks assigned to them. 

In addition, the project leader by the aid of such system could know the 

progress of the current project. Furthermore, project supervisor be able to 

know how many projects are going on concurrently and who is responsible 

for each of the project. 

All the information of current tasks as well as all employees will be stored in 

a database. Without managing the employee, we cannot manage projects. All 

of these could be done by using project management software. The design 

and implementation of such a project management system is the goal of this 

project. 

The whole project management system can be partitioned into several sub

systems. For each of the subsystem, it has several functions. 
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rapidly, with new breakthroughs or problems affecting the relevance of the 

project. Projects may necessarily be high risk. 

These aspects of R&D projects reinforce the need for sound project manage

ment, and for organizations to have robust supporting frameworks for project 

management. 

Notwithstanding the unique environment in R&D organizations, research 

projects can benefit from the use of standard project management techniques. 

In a rapidly changing environment, with diverse issues and projects, project 

management can support the achievement of project and organizational goals, 

as well as give greater assurance to stakeholders that resources are effectively 

managed. 

Defining work as a project helps to: 

• Clarify goals

• Identify the resources needed

• Ensure accountability for results and performance

• Foster a focus on final benefits to be achieved from research.

It is important to note that there will be some aspects of R&D, such as ongo

ing monitoring of trends or corporate activities supporting research, that 

would not benefit from being defined and managed as a project. Each organi

zation will need to carefully delineate such activities. 

2.7.3 Third Study: 

Anita Komlodi [3], reports the results of an extensive user study that ex

amined information seekers' use of their memory and externally recorded 

search histories in searching for and using information in the legal domain. 

The ultimate goal of the research is to design search-history based user inter

face tools to support information seeking. The results reported here focus on 

the management of complex information-seeking tasks. Computers can auto

matically record human-computer interaction events, allow the user to mani

pulate this information, and provide it back to the searcher through the user 

interface. In order to understand how this information can best support infor-
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mation seekers, the role of users' internal and external memory processes was 

examined using qualitative research methods (observations, interviews, and 

participatory user interface design sessions). The data collected were analyzed 

to identify potential task areas where search histories can support information 

seeking and use. The results show that many information-seeking tasks can 

take advantage of automatically and manually recorded history information. 

One of these areas is described in this paper: the management of complex 

tasks. Results of the study from the legal user group presented evidence of the 

utility of search histories and history-based interface tools. 

2.4.3.1 Methodology 

This research project explored a new area of searcher behavior that has not 

been thoroughly examined before, the use of memory in information seek

ing. For this reason, a qualitative methodology was selected. Qualitative 

methodologies are especially well suited for exploring new areas of re

search, as they allow for the examination of unknown factors and relation

ships without having to define these in advance. In this study, data collec

tion and analysis were informed by earlier theories Conclusions. 

Automatically and manually recorded search histories can support infor

mation seekers in finding and using information. In answer to the first re

search question, it has been found that legal information seekers do use ex

ternal memory aids to help them manage complex tasks. They create these 

memory aids to plan and evaluate search actions, integrate activity over 

separate steps, and create context for interrupted and successive search 

sessions. With the decreasing cost of processing power and storage space, 

more complete search history information can be recorded and provided to 

searchers. In response to the second research question, the amount and 

type of search history recorded depends on the user, task, and context va

riables of the system. 

Information seekers in the legal domain create manual search histories and 

external memory aids when these are not provided by the system to sup-
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port their planning, evaluation, task integration, and context preservation. 

New interface tools building on search histories should be developed to au

tomatically support these functions. 

The third research question (3.b) has been partially addressed in this paper 

through user interface design recommendations integrated with the beha

vior descriptions. Proposals for three search-history-based user interface 

tools have been made in Komlodi (2002a) and Komlodi and Soergel 

(2002). These tools are: (1) user-manipulable search history displays,(2) a 

scratchpad interface to allow users to take notes and to save various gra

nules of infonnation and the search history, and (3) an organized collection 

tool to allow searchers to bridge the gap between finding and using infor

mation. All three of these user interface tools include functions to support 

planning, monitoring, evaluation, task integration, and context preserva

tion. 

Development and fonnal evaluation of these interface designs are pro

posed for future research. The results of this research describe the legal in

formation field. Other knowledge-intensive fields, such as medicine, may 

also benefit from search history features in user interfaces; however, fur

ther empirical evidence is needed. 

The results presented here point to the importance of recording search his

tory infonnation and providing this information along with history-based 

tools to the searcher. System designers should consider applying search 

history infonnation to user interface tools that will allow searchers to man

age complex tasks, evaluate and plan actions. 

2.7.4 Forth Study: 

George Robertson, and et al [4] stated that their studies have shown that as 

displays become larger, users leave more windows open for easy multitask

ing. A larger number of windows, however, may increase the time that users 

spend arranging and switching between tasks. We present Scalable Fabric, a 
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task management system designed to address problems with the proliferation 

of open windows on the PC desktop. 

Scalable Fabric couples window management with a flexible visual represen

tation to provide a focus-plus-context solution to desktop complexity. Users 

interact with windows in a central focus region of the display in a normal 

manner, but when a user moves a window into the periphery, it shrinks in 

size, getting smaller as it nears the edge of the display. The window 

"Minimize" action is redefined to return the window to its preferred location 

in the periphery, allowing windows to remain visible when not in use. Win

dows in the periphery may be grouped together into named tasks, and task 

switching is accomplished with a single mouse click. The spatial arrangement 

of tasks leverages human spatial memory to make task switching easier. We 

review the evolution of Scalable Fabric over three design iterations, including 

discussion of results from two user studies that were performed to compare 

the experience with Scalable Fabric to that of the Microsoft Windows XP 

Task Bar. 

They concluded that Scalable Fabric provides basic task management, using a 

focus plus-context spatial metaphor. Windows in a central focus area behave 

as usual, while windows in the display periphery are scaled down "mini

mized" windows. By taking less space, the periphery windows can remain 

open and live. Task switching is accomplished by a single mouse click. Two 

user studies have provided guidance for several phases of iterative design of 

Scalable Fabric, and suggest that users prefer this approach to the standard 

Windows Task Bar. The studies have also identified problems that still need 

to be addressed. Most of these problems can be attributed to the decision to 

build Scalable Fabric on top of an existing window manager rather than build

ing it within or replacing the window manager. A future implementation of 

Scalable Fabric will address these issues. 
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2.7.5 Fifth Study: 

Victoria Bellotti, and et al [5] in their published paper studied how tasks are 

completed over time. In addition they stated that this paper reports on the re

sults of studies of task management to support the design of a task list manag

er. 

They examined the media used to record and organize to-dos and tracked how 

tasks are completed over time. Our work shows that, contrary to popular wis

dom, people are not poor at prioritizing. Rather, they have well-honed strate

gies for tackling particular task management challenges. By illustrating what 

factors influence task completion and how representations function to support 

task management, they hope to provide a strong foundation for the design of a 

personal to-do list manager. They also present some preliminary efforts in this 

direction. 

they propose that the principal problem of task management is not poor pri

oritization, but the effort it requires and have outlined resources and methods 

people use that help ensure they are effective at this. They designed Task Vista 

as a tool to reduce this effort. It is faithful to field-derived insights into what 

factors and resources relate to task management. 

Designing and evaluating it early, even as they conducted our fieldwork, 

helped us maintain our focus as ethnographers in generating design recom

mendations. Our early evaluation of a TLM prototype confirmed our ethno

graphically derived requirements for an interactionally lightweight tool with 

intuitive visualizations and the capacity to work with underspecified and arbi

trarily abstract content as it naturally occurs in task management practice. 

2. 7.6 Sixth Study:

Atul Adya, and et al stated that Cooperative task management can provide 

program architects with ease of reasoning about concurrency issues [ 6]. 
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Those who recommend "event-driven" programming over "multithreaded" 

programming often espouse this property. Those terms conflate several is

sues. In this paper, they clarify the issues, and show how one can get the best 

of both worlds: reason more simply about concurrency in the way "event

driven" advocates recommend, while preserving the readability and maintai

nability of code associated with "multithreaded" programming. 

They identify the source of confusion about the two programming styles as a 

conflation of two concepts: task management and stack management. Those 

two concerns define a two-axis space in which "multithreaded" and "event

driven" programming are diagonally opposite; there is a third "sweet spot'' in 

the space that combines the advantages of both programming styles. They 

point out pitfalls in both alternative forms of stack management, manual and 

automatic, and they supply techniques that mitigate the danger in the automat

ic case.

Finally, they exhibit adaptors that enable automatic stack management code 

and manual stack management code to interoperate in the same code base. 

In this paper, they clarify an ongoing debate about "eventdriven" versus 

''threaded" programming models by identifying two separable concerns: task 

management and stack management. Thus separated, the paper assumes co

operative task management and focuses on issues of stack management in that 

context. Whereas the choice of task management strategy is fundamental, the 

choice of stack management can be left to individual taste. Unfortunately, the 

term "event-driven programming" conflates both cooperative task manage

ment and manual stack management. This prevents many people from consi

dering using a readable automatic-stack management coding style in conjunc

tion with cooperative task management. 

Software evolution is an important factor affecting the choice of task man

agement strategy. When concurrency assumptions evolve it may be necessary 

to make global, abstraction-breaking changes to an application's implementa

tion. 
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Evolving code with manual stack management imposes the cumbersome 

code-restructuring burden of stack ripping; evolving either style of code in

volves revisiting the invariant logic due to changing concurrency assumptions 

and sometimes making localized changes to functions in order to revalidate 

local state. 

Finally, a hybrid model adapts between code with automatic and with manual 

stack management, enabling cooperation among disparate programmers and 

software evolution of disparate code bases. 

2.7.7 Seventh Study: 

Uwe V. Riss, Alan Rickayzen [7], maintained that the equirements resulting 

from knowledge intensive work go beyond what is provided by classical 

workflow management regarding process flexibility and integration into the 

personal task management. This is demonstrated considering the example of 

Engineering Change Requests (ECR), handled by an integrated workflow as 

provided by SAP's Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) with its specific 

problems. Only a Process-Aware Information System (PAIS) based on a 

completely new paradigm seems to be able to cope with these problems. Such 

a new paradigm is introduced and discussed in this paper on the basis of the 

additional requirements that occur in the described ECR process. Starting 

point for the approach is a bottom-up scheme that builds process and task re

lated information of case handling as provided through personal task man

agement. It is compared to previous approaches as provided by projects at the 

DFKI and others. Central components such as personal task management and 

pattern mining are discussed in more detail. The approach makes more exten

sive use of knowledge management methods like retrieval and semantic tech

nologies. 

Advantages for small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) are considered. 
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In this article they presented a bottom-up approach for evolving a company's 

business process management based on the execution experience of their 

knowledge workers while ensuring the required flexibility as well as provid

ing assistance for knowledge workers to stay productive, creative, and moti

vated. 

They showed in a use case of Engineering Chance Requests the complexity of 

today's knowledge work, how it is supported by recent SAP software solu

tions, and which problems still occur. In the light of requirements for know

ledge work they stated four challenges for business process and task man

agement which can be summarized as follows: 

• Process-aware information support, to realize an intelligent assistance for

knowledge workers;

• Acquisition and reuse of process know-how, to exploit knowledge worker's

process experience for KM-services;

• Flexibility of process execution, to take account of knowledge work's characte

ristics and ensure the required flexibility;

• Identify and apply process patterns, to evolve organizational processes and

support knowledge workers in applying best practices;

• Make it as simple and beneficial as possible for knowledge workers, to moti

vate knowledge workers to "stay" in the system and to use it to accomplish

their everyday work. 

The envisioned PAIS, which faces these challenges, combines state-of-the-art 

research, namely, personal and business process-oriented knowledge man

agement, task management and workflow support for weakly-structured 

processes, process mining and pattern management, and finally business rules 

for compliance. 

Looking at the general relevance of the proposed approach they can go back 

to 

Peter Drucker who already proclaimed in 1993 the increase of knowledge 

worker productivity (in a magnitude similar to the increase of the manual 

worker productivity achieved within the last century) to be the biggest chal

lenge of this century [Drucker 93]. He identified six factors which foremost 
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detennine knowledge worker productivity, two of them directly relating to the 

realm of our presented approach: 

It demands that they impose the responsibility for their productivity on the in

dividual knowledge workers themselves. Knowledge workers have to manage 

themselves. They have to have autonomy. 

Continuing innovation has to be part of the work, the task and the responsibil

ity of knowledge workers. 

Contrary to Drucker's call for knowledge worker autonomy, new rules and 

regulations such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in the UK and the Contra-G law 

in Germany force companies to ensure that their business processes are stan

dardized, transparent, traceable, and well controlled. In  order to comply (and 

to prove compliance!) to these regulations organizations have to limit the au

tonomy of their knowledge workers significantly by imposing standardized 

work processes on them and by enforcing those by the application of PAIS. 

What makes the situation even worse is that it has become apparent that clas

sical PAIS are too restrictive for agile processes that characterize knowledge 

intensive work [Schwarz et al. 01 ]. 

In addition to limiting the autonomy of the knowledge workers in an individ

ual instance, these standard processes and PAIS also prevent knowledge 

workers from improving their work processes on the fly, adapting to new sit

uations and new requirements when needed. This leads to outdated PAIS ( and 

underlying process models) which obstruct work more than they support it. 

Considering the immense amounts which are spent on process modeling, 

process reengineering, PAIS creation and the like, the described dilemma is 

far out of the realm of a theoretical discussion but affects revenues signifi

cantly. 

The presented approach will resolve this dilemma by allowing for .. Highly 

autonomous and flexible knowledge work environments supporting grass

roots development of standardized business tasks, processes, and services out 

of everyday work practice while leaving the knowledge worker in the centre 

of attention; Consolidation and reuse of process knowledge by deriving 
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process patterns from individual cases; and .. Integrated compliance checks 

with business rules. 

Moreover, the presented approach is particularly interesting for SME since 

these do not apply standardized processes to such a degree as large compa

nies. Therefore the standard BPM methods are mostly not applicable to them. 

However, even SME demand for knowledge reuse as various Knowledge 

Management initiatives in SME show. In particular, SME rely on sharing re

sources within co-operating networks in order to realize innovation, widen 

product portfolios, and establish new supplier relationships [Levy et al. 03). 

Joint processes play a decisive role in these cooperation's. 

Here they see a substantial potential for improvement That the presented 

ideas are not only of theoretical interests can be seen from the fact that the 

middle and long term strategy of SAP BPM will aim at a full integration of 

structured core processes and unstructured collaborative tasks, closely related 

to the presented approach. The primary target is a consistent handling of both 

task types and the avoidance of errant processes. A consistent workflow envi

ronment (UWL) will allow users to survey the entire process related to a 

workflow item, in which they are involved. Transitions from ad hoc processes 

to core processes must be smooth. 

Process mining will become mandatory. The most challenging step will be the 

implementation of a fully pattern based workflow, which will be the focus of 

our future research. 

2. 7.8 Eighth Study:

Nassar N., AL-Shibani R., Zuhairy S. [35), in her graduation project that the 

designed project is working through the internet with central DB located in 

the head office server. It will be connected to the other company branches and 

all over the world through the Microsoft Enterprise Project Manager (EPM) 

This system have a method and structure to connect different sections and di

vision, to allow employees to follow up the work any time, form and branch. 
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In addition, the project was developed to enable the team members to share 

knowledge and help to them to manage, track, and report an activities even 

from distant location, to make processes more efficient. 

2.8 Related Work on Task Management: 

2.8.1 The first work 

The most popular software system for task management is the virtual desktop 

manager. One of the earliest designs exploring a virtual desktop manager was 

Smalltalk Project Views [20]. Rooms [13][22] is probably the most well

known of these kinds of systems. A number of virtual desktop managers are 

currently available, and are described in [34]. They have not been able to find 

evidence that these systems have been evaluated in a formal manner. Thus, it 

is difficult to ascertain how easy they are to use or how well they integrate in

to real-world settings. 

In addition to virtual desktop managers, a number of novel solutions have 

been proposed, including extending the user's desktop with additional low

resolution screen space [9], employing 30 environments as pursued by the 

TaskGallery [31] effort, providing a zoomable space as in Pad++ [ 1 O], and the 

use of time as the main axis and organizing principle [29]. Also, tiled window 

managers [12][26] have been created to address some of these same issues, as 

well as systems that involve the invocation of bumping processes among 

windows, to allow a window at focus to push others away [11][23]. 

They have pursued prototypes of temporal and spatial visualizations of users' 

daily computing configurations. These designs use lightweight, temporal 

cues, such as the state of a user's desktop at different times [19]. They have 

also sought to provide support for task-based visualizations and switching, in 

a similar vein to the work of Henderson & Card [22], Kaptelinin [24], Macin

tyre et al. [25] and Robertson et al. [31 ]. 
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In distinction to the prior work, they have explored designs for virtual desktop 

organizers that do not replace the entire PC desktop with a new metaphor, but 

rather occupy the same conceptual and physical space that is already devoted 

to window management in the Windows OS - namely, the area in the peri

phery of the display surface. Using these prototypes, they have been perform

ing longitudinal studies on the benefits of temporal and visual cues for en

hancing memory about knowledge-based tasks, in order to facilitate task 

switching. They seek to understand the potential benefits from the use of 

these systems, and to iterate their design. For example, the Windows XP 

TaskBar provides "grouping by application" to address the problem of run

ning out of bar space, e.g., all Word windows are grouped together, and all 

Internet Explorer windows are grouped together. Grouping by application, ra

ther than by task, can create user confusion, as specific windows executing 

the same application may be conceptually unrelated to each other, and cross

application 

windows may be used together on one user activity [19]. 

They also address the challenge of accessibility of windows belonging to dif

ferent tasks. While virtual desktop managers typically impose strict separation 

between tasks, they allow users to simultaneously display any subset of win

dows, even if they should be assigned to different tasks. Rooms' placements 

mechanism allows a window to appear in multiple virtual desktops, but this 

requires forethought to set up. The approach in Scalable Fabric is more dy

namic and requires no forethought. 

In related work, GroupBar [32] addresses these latter issues by evolving the 

Windows TaskBar to support task groups of windows on a bar, using the 

same minimized window representation used by TaskBar. 

Although GroupBar has most of the properties they were seeking in a task 

management system, the design does not effectively leverage human spatial 

and visual recognition memory. They know from user studies on the Data 

Mountain [30] and Task Gallery [31] that spatial memory works in a virtual 

environment similarly to the way it works in the physical world, and that user 
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task perfonnance is enhanced, particularly when the task involves retrieving 

items placed spatially. GroupBar makes limited use of spatial memory by al

lowing users to create multiple bars. 

Limitations stem from the bar design, which is linear, list-based, and does not 

expose much virtual space in which to place tasks. 

Scalable Fabric makes use of the periphery of the display for spatial layout of 

tasks, in addition to leveraging users' efficient visual recognition memory for 

images [15]. Scalable Fabric allows users to leave windows and clusters of 

windows open and visible at all times via a process of scaling down and mov

ing the windows and clusters to the periphery. This idea was partially inspired 

by observations they made with Data Mountain; items toward the back of the 

Data Mountain take much less space, but are still readily recognizable. It was 

also inspired by the scaling at the edges of the display in Flatland [28] and by 

ZoomScapes' location based scaling mechanism [21]. While ZoomScapes is 

not a task management system, its management of sheets and groups of sheets 

is similar to Scalable Fabric's management of windows and tasks. They shall 

review the differences in the next section. 

2.8.2 The second work: 

Wood Group is a leading international energy services company, employing 

22,000 people and operating from bases in 46 countries. It uses Priorganizer 

vl.O - Task Manager I To-Do List. This software helps to do a task and to-do 

list manager with subtasks support that can be used for managing anything 

from a simple to-do list, to a large project plan. 

Here's a screenshot of the main application window: 
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tasks from anywhere in your main task list into the 'What's Next' list and 

edit or complete them as if you were in the main application. Having this 

subset of your tasks so visible and accessible can have very positive effects 

on your productivity, not to mention the satisfaction you feel when you 

empty your 'What's Next' list. This is very much in the spirit of 'Getting 

Things Done'. 

5. Scratch Pad. This miniature popup window not only lets you see and edit

the tasks that are most important to you, but also provides a scratch pad -

something like a miniature version of Notepad that sits in your system tray

and doesn't need a filename of its own, persisting its content automatically

when you exit. The Scratch Pad is a handy rich text area where you can

write down quick notes conveniently from any application.

6. Drag and drop positioning of tasks. And not only can you move tasks into

the order that suits you best, you can also move tasks in and out as sub

tasks within your task hierarchy.

7. Built-in Log. Unlike the Journal feature in Outlook, this is more for writ

ing a daily commentary on work you've done, problems you've hit - any

thing you like. As Priorganizer automatically makes records of task activi

ty in your log, it's a great way to record a time line of your project.

8. Rich Text Editing. All tasks, knowledge base and log entries can be edited

using rich text with a multitude of fonnatting options.

9. Extensive flexibility in creating and grouping recurring tasks.
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Chapter 3. SPECIFICATION/ANALYSIS

System Analysis is a problem-solving technique that decomposes a system into its 

component pieces for the purpose of studying how well those component parts 

work and interact to accomplish their purpose. 

3.1 IMC Specifications: 

The new system should have this several feather 
I. SmartBee2.8 should help manger of 3 sectors to allocate various task to 7

recourses in different programs.

2. SmartBee2.8 should evaluate the performance of the each task against 2

variables: time (deadline) and quality of deliverables.

3. Time should be decided by mangers while allocating each task but calcu-

lated automatically by the system in an objective manner.

•Fullmark5/5: if before deadline

•4/5: if within 10 minutes after the deadline

•3/5: if within 11-30 minutes after the deadline

• 2/5: if within 31-60 minutes after the deadline

• l/5: if within 61-120 minutes after the deadline

•0/5: if the task is delivered later

4. Quality of deliverables are judged by mangers subjectively in 4 grades

• Poor: if the task is delivered in a quality below average (1/5)

• Fair: if the task is delivered in an average quality (2/5)

• Good (3/5)

• Very Good ( 4/5)

• Exceptional: only if done in an innovative manner beyond expecta

tions (5/5)

5. The total score of each task is 10/10(5 for time+ 5for quality)
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6. SmartBee2.8 should compute the best employee at any given time for any

period in the past

7. Task is not only top to down( Managers to Resources) allocation but also

each resource can allocate any number of tasks to her/himself

8. Those self-allocated tasks will not be counted unless approved by the di

rect manger.

9. SmartBee2.8 is not only for task management, it should also serve as a

medium of communication and file sharing and transfer among all users.

10. Each user should access only his/her interface even managers.

11. SmartBee 2.8 should have 2 different interfaces:

a. One for mangers to allocate, approve and evaluate tasks

b.One for recourses to report task delivery via SmartBee 2.8

3.2 Use Cases: 

The object-oriented approach uses the term use case to describe an activity that 

the system carries out in response to an event. The activity done by the system for 

an event was also referred to as a use case. 

There are two important concepts in this analysis. The first one is the person in

volved and the other is the person uses the system. The person involved is called 

an actor and he is always outside the system automation boundary. 

A use case is a methodology used in system analysis to identify, clarify, and or

ganize system requirements. The use case is made up of a set of possible se

quences of interactions between systems and users in a particular environment and 

related to a particular goal. It consists of a group of elements (for example, classes 

and interfaces) that can be used together in a way that will have an effect larger 

than the sum of the separate elements combined. The use case should contain all 

system activities that have significance to the users. A use case can be thought of 

as a collection of possible scenarios related to a particular goal, indeed, the use 

case and goal are sometimes considered synonymous. 
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Use cases can be employed during several stages of software development, such 

as planning system requirements, validating design, testing software, and creating 

an outline for online help and user manuals. 

A collection of possible scenarios between the system under discussion and exter

nal actors, characterized by the goal the primary actor has toward the system's de

clared responsibilities, showing how the primary actor's goal might be delivered or 

might fail. 

Use cases are goals (use cases and goals are used interchangeably) that are made 

up of scenarios. Scenarios consist of a sequence of steps to achieve the goal, each 

step in a scenario is a sub ( or mini) goal of the use case. As such each sub goal 

represents either another use case (subordinate use case) or an autonomous action 

that is at the lowest level desired by our use case decomposition. 

This hierarchical relationship is needed to properly model the requirements of a 

system being developed. A complete use case analysis requires several levels. In 

addition the level at which the use case is operating at it is important to understand 

the scope it is addressing. The level and scope are important to assure that the lan

guage and granularity of scenario steps remain consistent within the use case. 

There are two scopes that use cases are written from: Strategic and System. There 

are also three levels: Summary, User and Sub-function. 

A use case (or set of use cases) has the following characteristics: 

• Organizes functional requirements

• Models the goals of system/actor (user) interactions

• Records paths (called scenarios) from trigger events to goals

• Describes one main flow of events (also called a basic course of action),

and possibly other ones, called exceptional flows of events ( also called al

ternate courses of action)

• Is multi-level, so that one use case can use the functionality of another one.
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In addition, Use Cases are what happens when actors interact with the system. An 

actor uses the system to achieve a desired goal. By recording all the ways our sys

tem is used ("cases of use" or Use Cases) we accumulate all the goals or require

ments of our system. 

Therefore: A use case is a collection of possible sequences of interactions between 

the system under discussion and its Users (or Actors), relating to a particular goal. 

The collection of Use Cases should define all system behavior relevant to the ac

tors to assure them that their goals will be carried out properly. Any system beha

vior that is irrelevant to the actors should not be included in the use cases. 

There are many methods of defining how to pick or create a use case. The use cas

es in this report are generated using a goal oriented Structuring Methodology pre

sented by Alistair Cockburn of Humans and Technology. Examining all the Ac

tor's goals that the system satisfies yields the functional requirements. Goals 

summarize system function in understandable verifiable terms of use that users, 

executives and developers can appreciate and leave little open to interpretation. 

Use Cases: 

• Hold Functional Requirements in a easy to read, easy to track text format.

• Represents the goal of an interaction between an actor and the system. The

goal represents a meaningful and measurable objective for the actor.

• Records a set of paths (scenarios) that traverse an actor from a trigger

event (start of the use case) to the goal (success scenarios).

• Records a set of scenarios that traverse an actor from a trigger event to

ward a goal but fall short of the goal (failure scenarios).

• Are multi-level, one use case can use/extent the functionality of another.

Use Cases are used during many stages of software development. 

• To Capture the Requirements of the systems.

• To act as a spring board for the software design.

• To validate the software design against.
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• For Software Test and Quality Assurance. {Tests are performed to validate

proper and complete implementation of the use cases)

• Potentially as an initial framework for the on line help and user manual.

3.3 Actors: 

Actors are basically users of the system. They are actually user types or catego

ries. Actors are external entities (people or other systems) who interact with the 

system to achieve a desired goal. 

3.3.1 Primary Actors: 

The Actor(s) using the system to achieve a goal. The Use Case documents the 

interactions between the system and the actors to achieve the goal of the pri

mary actor. 

3.3.2 Secondary Actors: 

Actors that the system needs assistance from to achieve the primary actors 

goal. 

3.4 System Analysis Phase: 

3.4.1 First Iteration Scenario: 

• The User ID and password are stored in the database the following
items:

1. 

2. 
3. 

Tasks 
Employee 
Terminal 

The system allows the user to try to connect his terminal three times. 
If he failed to connect he can't login to the system unless the manag
er re-access his account. 
• In case of entering wrong user name or password the system will
follow the same procedure stated above.
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A. System Actors:
I. Manager
2. Employee
3. Password changer (dummy actor)

B. Employee Use Case:
1- Employee Interface Creation
2- Browsing the assigned tasks
3- Printing the assigned tasks
4- Reporting the manager
5- Sending messages to the manager

C. Manager Use Case:
1- Manager interface creation
2- Adding new employee
3- Adding new tasks
4- Assigning tasks
5- Deleting employee
6- Deleting tasks
7- Opening a new terminal
8- Printing employee's reports
9- Printing assigned tasks
10-Printing evaluation report
11-Changing users password
12-Printing succeeded employee
13- Printing failed employee

D. General System Use Case:
1- creating system interface
2- delete
3- password
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2. Employee
3. Manager
4. Admin User
The system allows different users to try to connect the system three
times. Ifhe failed to connect he can't login to the system unless the
Admin user re-accesses his account.

• In case of entering wrong user name or password the system will follow
the same procedure stated above.

A. System Actors:
1. Manager
2. Employee
3. Admin User

B. Employee Use Case:
1. Create Employee Interface

2. Browse the assigned tasks
3. Print the assigned tasks
4. Send Report to the manager
5. Send messages to the manager

C. Manager Use Case:
I. Create interface
2. Add new task
3. Assign task
4. Delete task
5. Print employee's reports
6. Print assigned tasks
7. Print evaluation reports
8. print succeeded employee list
9. print failed employee list

D. Admin User Use Case:
1- Create password interface
2- Add new employee
3- Delete employee
4- Enable connect

E. General System Use Case:
1- create system interface
2- delete
3- Chang users passwords
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Chapter 4. DESIGN 

System Design is an complementary problem-solving technique (to systems anal

ysis) that reassembles a system's component pieces back into a complete system

hopefully, an improved system. This may involve adding, deleting, and changing 

pieces relative to the original system. 

4.1 Project's Name: 

SmartBee 2.8 software 

(SmartBee)To reflect the hyperactivity and the high productivity of the directo

rate. 

(2.8) Because it's expected to be realized in a beta version in Jan. or Feb. 2008 

4.2 First Iteration General System Interface Design: 

4.2.1 Design General System Interface Creation: 

1- Select the software icon from program list.

2- The program will be loaded into the computer memory and the pro

gram will be executed. 

3- The password use case is loaded.

4- The following screen will be shown.
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Chapter 5. CONCLUSIONS

At the end, Task Management Software is interactive and responsive tool that ei

ther runs on the computer as a single user or may be shared by a group of project 

managers. Time is more precious than ever and the amount of tasks each of us has 

to cope with is almost endless so with this Project Management. 

In this project, a deep investigation of system analysis and design life cycle has 

been carried out and it was seen that the development of a project management 

culture has brought significant benefits. In addition the suggested system analysis 

and design stages have been done. The primary one being the defined involve

ment of all parties, users and developers alike in the planning process as they are 

actively encouraged to challenge the assumptions on which the plans are based. 

Additionally, it is generally advised well in advance of a project's inception, so 

that plans can be aggregated early and resource profiling and forecasting carried 

out with far greater sophistication. The suggested system is denoted as Smart Bee 

Program. The main function of that program is built around the basis of how to 

manage the task of your employee in your organimtion. The current study has 

been applied on the sponsor of the project "Medical Center". 

The following are main conclusions that can be drawn from this work: 

J. A complete system analysis for the proposed new system has been carried out by

using case  use tools. In chapter four the use case model, analysis for each phase,

add employee sequence diagram use case, delete task sequence diagramed use

case, and database sequence diagram.

2· The suggested system design has been done in chapter five by design some forms 

of prototype. 

J. In chapter five, the SmartBee package prototype has been developed and reviewed.

4-The data base required to the Smart Bee system has been built, and the relations

between database tables have been identified. This include the data dictionary for

each table
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With the use of the SmartBee package, there is a continuous feedback loop whe

reby plans are produced in great detail for the first phase of any project, with plans 

for subsequent phases being refined according to experience. This process is con

tinued beyond project completion into subsequent planning, to establish an on

going cycle of project improvement. 
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CODE 
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A Calendar Example Similar to Windows Date and Time properties: 

Dim MyDtdNow As Date, RefDtd As Date 

Jlf!IMyClickDtd(41) As Date 

hlate Sub cmdNextDay_ Click() 

ltyOtdNow = DateAdd("d", 1, MyDtdNow) 

lt!Calendar 

fodSub 

lrrlate Sub cmdNextMonth_ Click() 

t,OtdNow= DateAdd("m", 1, MyDtdNow) 

ttealendar 

,II(/ Sub 

1Vate Sub cmdNextYear _ Click() 

1/yOtdNow= DateAdd("yyyy", l, MyDtdNow) 

�lendar 

"dSub 

· rt'ilte Sub cmdPrevDay _ Click()

\lyOtdNow = DateAdd("d", -1, MyDtdNow) 

itCalendar 

fndSub 

Tlate Sub cmdPrevMonth _ Click() 

l)OtdNow= DateAdd("m", -1, MyDtdNow) 

>11Calendar 

�Sub 

'Ville Sub cmdPrevYear _ Click() 

,iltdNow = DateAdd("yyyy", -1, MyDtdNow) 



(aiendar 

Sub 

,ate Sub Form_ Activate() 

letCalendar 

bl1Sub 

11ate Sub Form_ Load () 

I As Integer 

.TxtYearAndMonth.Top = 120 

.andNextDay.Top = 120 

.cmdNextMonth.Top = 120 

cmdNextYear.Top = 120 

'.cmdPrevDay.Top = 120 

.. cmdPrevMonth.Top = 120 

andPrevYear.Top = 120 

NeekDay(O).Caption = "Monday" 

.WeekDay(O).Width = 1455 

WeekDay(O).Top = 720 

fo'l-1To6 

:00LbLWeekDay(l) 

WeekOay(l).Visible = True 

etlbLWeekDay(l).Container = Me 

�WeekDay(l).Caption = Switch{I = 1, "Tuesday", I = 2, "Wednesday", I = 3, "Thursday", I == L, 

day', I= 5, "Saturday", 0 = 0, "Sunday") 



ltfnnD(O).Container = MyFrame

tlb/D(O).Container = FrmD(O)

/=!To 41 

!dfnnD(I) 

lldlb/D(I) 

'."!ID(/).Visible = True

�0(1).Visible = True

frmD(l).Container = MyFrame

. LblD(l).Container = FrmD(I)

.10(1).T op = 100 

�ID(l).Left = 40 

�ID(l).Height = 200 

�10(1).Width = 300

i)l)tdNow= Date 

.Caption= "Calendar example"

i! Width = 13000 

He�ht= 9000 

Sub 

te Sub AdjustCalendarSize()

/As Integer, J As Integer

MyX As Double 

MyY As Double 



•mD(O).Container = MyFrame

ttMJ(O).Container = FrmD(O) 

,=1To41 

FrmD(I) 

:.dlblD(I) 

:iD(l).Visible = True 

!).Visible= True 

FrmD(l).Container = MyFrame 

�Lb!D(l).Container = FrrnD(I) 

�10(1).T op = 100 

lblO(l).Left = 40 

lbil(l).Height = 200 

�ID(l).Width = 300 

"1 

i,ffldNow = Date 

�e.Caption = "Calendar example" 

.Width = 13000 

Iii Height = 9000 

;rdSub 

'l'lilte Sub AdjustCalendarSize() 

m I As Integer, J As Integer 

mMyXAs Double 

. 1 MyY As Double 



�sure the textbox shows correct info 

rrtYearAndMonth.Text = Format(MyDtdNow, "mmmm yyyy")

Jfind out at what weekday this month begins 

l,Ofo 6 

Weekday(RefDtd, vbMonday) = (l + 1} Then 

fxnfor 

If 

can now list out all days starting from the first of this month 

ocorrect label, I is now carrying the index for correct weekday 

J=1To41 

J(J).Caption = Day(RefDtd) 

iC/ickDtd(J) = RefDtd 

I fDtd;: MyDtdNow Then 

D(J).ForeColor = &HFFOO& 'Green for today 

·elfWeekday(RefDtd, vbMonday) = 7 Then 'Sundays

lb/0/J).ForeColor = &HFF& 'Red on sundays 

Month(RefDtd) <> Month(MyDtdNow) Then

:blD(J).ForeColor = &H80000011 'Grey on prev and next month

!lse 

�ID(J).ForeColor = &H80000012 'Black for the rest 

fndlf 

ldlf 



=DateAdd("d", 1, RefDtd} 

oOThen 

�d=Format(MyDtdNow, "yyyy-rnm") & "-01" 

flDtd=DateAdd("d", -1, RefDtd} 

f«J=fl·l)ToOStep-1 

/J).Caption = Day(RefDtd} 

l,(lickDtd(J) = RefDtd 

j)(Jj.ForeColor = &H80000011 'grey 

�/Did= DateAdd("d", -1, RefDtd} 

�b 

Sub Form_Resize(} 

\te.WindowState <> vbMinimized Then 

�eWindowState = vbNormal Then 

Me.Height< 6495 Then Me.Height = 6500 

Me.Width< 10560 Then Me.Width= 10570 

� 

rame.Left = O 

rame.Top = 1000 

=rame.Width = Me.ScaleWidth 

lfilme.Height = Me.ScaleHeight - 1000 

JStCalendarSize 



ixtYearAndMonth.Left = (Me.ScaleWidth / 2) - (Me.TxtYearAndMonth.Width / 2) 

andPrevDay.Left = Me.TxtYearAndMonth.Left - 720 

"'ldNextDay.left = Me.TxtYearAndMonth.Left + 3360 

mdPrevMonth.Left = Me.cmdPrevDay.Left - 600 

andPrevYear.Left = Me.cmdPrevDay.Left - 1200 

mdNextMonth.Left = Me.cmdNextDay.Left + 600 

JlldNextYear.Left = Me.cmdNextDay.Left + 1200 

WeekDay(O).Left = 200 

.NeekDay(l).Left = (Me.ScaleWidth / 7) + 200 

WeekDay(2).Left = ((Me.ScaleWidth / 7) * 2) + 200 

WeekDay(3).Left = ((Me.ScaleWidth / 7) * 3) + 200 

WeekDay(4).left = ((Me.ScaleWidth / 7) * 4) + 200 

WeekDay(S).Left = ((Me.ScaleWidth / 7) * 5) + 200 

.WeekDay(6).Left = ((Me.ScaleWidth / 7) * 6) + 200 

�If 

Sub 

die Sub FrmD_Click(lndex As Integer) 

Caption= "Calendar example, clicked on index " & Index & " Dtd: " & MyClickDtd(lndex) 

Sub 

ate Sub LblD_Click(lndex As Integer) 

mD_Click Index 

Sub 

· http://www.freevbcode.com/listcode.asp
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ABSTRACT 

SMART BEE 2008 SYSTEM 

Thil project is aimed to develop and implement complete software to implement the 

!lkmanagement process. The designed system contains several applications integrated

· �ether to provide a complete and powerful application. The current application is one

M'the windows application systems that have been carried out using Visual Basic 2005 

JOO SQL server Database Packages. 

!his developed project introduces full software for task management. The software al

bws a complete tracking and managing for all listed tasks that cover all activities of the 

1enler. In addition, it allows adding new employees, tasks, and managers to the system . 

.l!oreover, the software helps the manager to evaluate the employee behavior and his 

task based on the time, completeness and quality. 

!he designed system provides a central integrity between its different users such as 

&!min user, manager, and employee. 

The project includes three main chapters that can be summarized in the following sec

tions. 

Chapter l includes an introduction about the designed system, brief history about the 

Medical system, system description, list of the project objective in the second phase, 

md the s oftware used in the system design. 

Chapter 2 introduces a summary of the previous work concerning to the current project. 

In addition, it introduces a brief knowledge about software used in the current system 

aesign and implementation. 

Chapter 3 clarifies how the designed software works? In addition it introduces a com

�lete user manual for the current system which helps different users to run such pro

�am to obtain full functionally operation. 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION

rroject phase represents a continuation of the first phase started last semester. The first part 

.iedon studying problem identification as well as implementation tools software and hard

.. The following sections discuses the important parts maintained in chapter one - first 

�. Such parts are problem statement, project objectives, solution methodology and project 

e. 

Problem Statement

1intained in the first phase of this project (l], the problem under study concerns the devel

nt of a task management system for IMC. The proposed system aims to manage all tasks 

MC, one of the biggest medical centers in Saudi Arabia. The specified medical system has 

:ral multi-task activities required to be executed on daily basis. Thus, there are many tasks 

ion every day, managers in such hospital hire many employees to help them do the tasks. 

lo manage all the tasks efficiently on line is a problem for the leaders and their employees. 

nnore, an employee might be involved in several different tasks; he/she might have dif-

.nlroles in different tasks. For example, an employee might be a team leader for one task; 

�at the same time, he/she might be a team member for another task. Right now Institutional

1ancement & Leaming department in IMC does not have software to manage their tasks yet. 

oesign and implementation of such a task management system is the goal of the proposed 

,ct. The suggested system will satisfy the employee efficiency evaluation according to the 

wing effective items: 

1- The number of tasks that he has finished monthly

2- The time needed to finish the assigned tasks and if it is within time specified by the

manager or not

3- The quality of employee that perform the task conducting.



iroject Objectives

.igested software system will collect and store all the information of current employees in 

lase. Without managing the employee, the system cannot manage the business tasks. Task 

.ement and assignments by project managers cannot be conducted without having all the 

ree information. 

:iwch project has several objectives that were discussed in the first report [ 1]. 

bllowing table lists those objectives along with their status at the beginning of the second 

of project. 

Objective Status 

�tudying the subject of the project management deeply by the Finished 

aid of the previous researches and literatures 

Understanding the systems of Institutional Advancement of Finished in the first phase and 

'!MC: Some fact finding techniques such as interviews and ob- to be changed according to 

iervation of different mangers are needed to understand the 
IMC requirements. 

!organization, their activities, policies, pressures, vocabularies

and business process

I 
Carrying out a complete analysis and design of the suggested Revised and changed accord-

software system using use case analysis methods ing to IMC feedback 

Building of an appropriate database for the case under study To be Concluded 

(Hospital) by collecting all required data about its activities in the second phase of the 

and tasks 
project. 

Design the prototype: this is incomplete but functioning appli- Finished in the first phase and 

cations or subsystems called prototype are constructed and re- to be changed according to 

fmed based on feedback from users 
IMC requirements. 

Developing system construction, implementation, installing To be Concluded 

and testing of systems component in the second phase of the 

project. 

Table 1-1: list of objectives 
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,.Jand4: System analysis and system design and prototype development: 

�phases, the appropriate software will be carried out. The software carrying out requires 

illwing activities: 

1 System analysis using Use-Case Methods including: 

iemhas been made in first phase. The details of this item were reviewed in project phase

Allcomments of the related company IMC will be reviewed and their suggested modifica

iil be carried out. 

1 System design : 

ilem has been made in first phase. The details of this item can be reviewed in project 

-one. All comments of the related company IMC will be reviewed and their suggested

�cation will be carried out. 

1 Implementation and testing: 

· section the designed program will be finally empirically validated. However, the goodness

·oftheproposed model to real-life qualitative problems can only be validated empirically. In

iage the program will be tested with an actual data to repair the expected errors. 

, System delivery. 

In this stage the last version of the designed program will be produced and applied. 

Report Outline 

.project report has been divided into four chapters. These chapters can be summarized as 

ws: 

!er 1: Introduces a general introduction of the studied subject, project objectives and re

search methodology. 

!er 2: Present a detailed background concermng the project management system and

browses the literature and researches that investigated similar or related subjects. 

pier 3: Document of the complete work the developing of the suggested new system includ

ing system analysis, system design, and system implementation. 

npter 4: Conclusion and recommendation: Summarizes the main research conclusions and the 

�estions of the future work. 
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Chapter 2. BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction 

chapter is a continuation of chapter two in the project-first phase [1]. It will introduce a 

.11ryofthe literature review conducted last semester. As stated in phase one, there are sev

researches and studies discussed task management system. In addition, there are several 

111nies developed many packages for task management. The following section introduces 

of the related researches. 

Background 

:dined in the first phase of literature review, the Project management which is the process 

.rooping, planning, staffing, organizing, directing, and controlling the development mini

cost within a specific time frame. Also the project management functions and software has 

studied. Moreover, Task management that means the process of managing task or part of 

ouring its lifecycle, including planning, testing, tracking, and reporting. As well as task 

ement software had been defined and understood. 

Project and Task Management Previous Work 

following are the researches that studied and reviewed in the first phase [ 1] 

�ha,"ON-LINE PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM"[2], Master thesis, University of 

� Dakota, 2003. 

article stated that the use of on- line project management system, enabled the employees 

ioow the tasks assigned to them. In addition, the project leader by the aid of such system 

know the progress of the current project. Furthermore, project supervisor be able to know 

many projects are going on concurrently and who is responsible for each of the project. 

system makes the information of current tasks as well as all employees will be stored in a 

:lnse. Without managing the employee, we cannot manage projects. All of these could be 

oyusing project management software. 

5 



Practice Guide [3], "For Senior Management, "Management of Scientific Research and 

.bpment Projects in Commonwealth Agencies" Report, 2003. 

[Practice Guide introduces a question of why use project management in scientific re

mand development? The report presents the answer of the above question as stated in the 

1ing section [3]. 

11port proved that scientific research and development (R&D) projects can be very different 

other types of projects. The outcomes may be long-term, dependent on actions by others or 

Jfficult to define. Ultimate benefits may be intangible and/or be a more informed basis for 

�projects. Their research or policy environment may change rapidly, with new break

ighs or problems affecting the relevance of the project. Projects may necessarily be high 

Komlodi [4], "Task management support in information seeking: a case for search histo

,paper, information Systems Department, College of Engineering and Information Tech

�y, UMBC, 1000 Hilltop Circle, Baltimore, MD 21250, USA. 

rusarticle [4], reports the results of an extensive user study that examined information seek

useof their memory and externally recorded search histories in searching for and using in

lion in the legal domain. This report concludes that the use of computer in the manage

is very important especially in seeking tasks. Computers can automatically record human

u!er interaction events, allow the user to manipulate this information, and provide it back 

ttsearcher through the user interface. In addition, the results show that many information

mg tasks can take advantage of automatically and manually recorded history information. 

of!hese areas is described in this paper: the management of complex tasks. Results of the 

yfrom the legal user group presented evidence of the utility of search histories and history

Ill interface too ls. 

1rge Rober tson, Eric Horvitz, Mary Czerwinski[5], "Scalable Fabric: Flexible Task Man

,,rent", Patrick Baudisch, Dugald Hutchings, Brian Meyers, Daniel Robbins, and Greg Smith 

:rosoft Research One Microsoft Way Redmond, WA 98052 USA. 

rge Robertson and et al [5] stated that their studies have shown that as displays become 

p, users leave more windows open for easy multitasking. A larger number of windows, 

ever, may increase the time that users spend arranging and switching between tasks. We 
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�calable Fabric, a task management system designed to address problems with the proli

ofopen windows on the PC desktop. 

ver, they concluded that Scalable Fabric provides basic task management, using a focus 

,'Ontext spatial metaphor. Windows in a central focus area behave as usual, while win

mthe display periphery are scaled down "minimized" windows. 

· Bellotti, Brinda Dalal[6], Nathaniel Goodt, Peter Flynnt, Daniel G. Bobrow and Nico

cheneaut, "What a To-Do: Studies of Task Management towards the Design of a Personal 

list Manager", CHI 2004, April 24-29, 2004, Vienna, Austria.Copyright 2004 ACM 1-

J.102-8/04/0004.

iutbors in their published paper studied how tasks are completed over time. In addition 

1lated that this paper reports on the results of studies of task management to support the 

. ofa task list manager. 

. rropose that the principal problem of task management is not poor prioritization, but the 

it requires and have outlined resources and methods people use that help ensure they are 

iive at this. They designed Task Vista as a tool to reduce this effort. It is faithful to field

med insights into what factors and resources relate to task management. 

Adya[7], Jon Howell, Marvin Theimer,William J. Bolosky, John R. Douceur "Cooperative 

Management without Manual Stack Management" Microsoft Research 1 Microsoft Way, 

:rood, Washington 98052. 

�s paper, they clarify an ongoing debate about "event driven" versus "threaded" program

imodels by identifying two separable concerns: task management and stack management. 

'Separated, the paper assumes cooperative task management and focuses on issues of stack 

gement in that context. Whereas the choice of task management strategy is fundamental, 

choice of stack management can be left to individual taste. 

oreover, they stated that, software evolution is an important factor affecting the choice of 

iKmanagement strategy. When concurrency assumptions evolve it may be necessary to make 

oal, abstraction-breaking changes to an application's implementation. 
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1. Riss, Alan Rickayzen[8], "Challenges for Business Process and Task Management",

ofUniversal Knowledge Management, vol. 0, no. 2 (2005), 77-100 submitted: 2005-10-

,ipled: 2005-11-14. 

article they presented a bottom-up approach for evolving a company's business process 

.ment based on the execution experience of their knowledge workers while ensuring the 

red flexibility as well as providing assistance for knowledge workers to stay productive, 

e, and motivated. 

inowed in a use case of Engineering Chance Requests the complexity of today's know

.work, how it is supported by recent SAP software solutions, and which problems still oc-

rtion to limiting the autonomy of the knowledge workers in an individual instance, these 

a processes and PAIS (used software), also prevent knowledge workers from improving 

work processes on the fly, adapting to new situations and new requirements when needed. 

!Over, the presented approach is particularly interesting for SME since these do not apply 

ilra�ed processes to such a degree as large companies. Process mining will become man

ey. The most challenging step will be the implementation ofa fully pattern based workflow, 

iwill be the focus of our future research. 

wN., AL-Shibani R., ALZuhairi S. [9], in their graduation project that the designed project 

�ing through the internet with central DB located in the head office server. It will be con

ca lo the other company branches and all over the world through the Microsoft Enterprise 

I Manager (EPM) This system have a method and structure to connect different sections 

livision, to allow employees to follow up the work any time, form and branch. 

:llilion, the project was developed to enable the team members to share knowledge and help 

ltm to manage, track, and report activities even from distant location, to make processes 

efficient. 

I Task management Software Example 

Management Software is interactive and responsive tool that either runs on the computer 

Hingle user or may be shared by a group of project managers. Time is more precious than 

. and the amount of tasks each of us has to cope with is almost endless so with this Project 

gement Task each and everyone in the organization can save the time in managing their 

�Is. The only difference between successful and average people is their ability to manage 

ilasks effectively. This ability could be improved significantly by using Task Management 
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, Visual Basic .Net

let's look around for a second to 

see what is there in the Task Details. 

screen. 

�-· ···>

Figure 2-6: Task Details. 

Node� 

.lnteroet 

al Basic is Easy to learn Programming language. With Visual Basic you can develop Win

i based applications and games. Visual Basic is much easier to learn than other language 

1Visual C++), and yet it's powerful programming language. 

ial Basic suits more for application developing than for Games developing. You can create 

nisticated games using Visual Basic, But If you want to make a really advanced professional 

like Quake 2, You may choose other language (like C++), that would be much more hard

]program with. 

wever, Visual Basic will be probably powerful enough to suit all your application and games 

wamming needs . 

.1.1 Advantages of Visual Basic

llssiinple language. Things that may be difficult to program with other language can be done 

Visual Basic very easily. 

1Because Visual Basic is so popular, there are many good resources (Books, Web sites, News 

ups and more) that can help you learn the language. You can find the answers to your pro-

.1mming problems much more easily than other programming languages. 

1Youcan find many tools (Sharewares and Freeware) on the internet that will spare you some 

gramming time. For example, if you want to ping a user over the internet in your program, 

13 



�of writing the ping function yourself, you can download a control that does it, and use it 

�program. 

we to other languages, Visual Basic have the widest variety of tools that you can down

inthe internet and use in your programs. 

!Disadvantages of Visual Basic

iual Basic is powerful language, but it's not suit for programming really sophisticated

much slower than other languages. 

Database Software 

fast phase of this project it was decided to use Microsoft Access as software to build the 

rose. However, according to the demand of the client this software needed to be changed. 

�fore, in the second phase there are two software that can be used to built database SQL 

rnd Oracle, but after conducting this following study which compare the two software, 

loing more research SQL server was decided to be used. 

' Why SQL Server 

·!Ruebush in his paper compares SQL Server 2005 and Oracle 10g from the perspective of

Visual Studio® developer. The focus is on answering the question: "Which of the two data

ijisa more productive application development platform for the .NET platform developer?" 

1nMicrosoft® SQL Server™ and Oracle are mature databases that are rich in development 

aeployment features. So how does one compare the two databases for developer productivi

This paper focuses on three key elements of the two databases that will have the biggest im

on developer productivity for a broad category of application developers. The three ele-

ffilsare: 

Integration with Microsoft Visual Studio® and the Microsoft .NET platform 

�upport for Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)-based application development 

Deployment flexibility 

In addition, the IMC requested that the system will be developed using SQL server. 
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Chapter 3. SMART BEE 2008 IMPLEMENTATION

Introduction 

.nlioned in previous report (phase one), the development of the suggested system follows 

1equence steps: 

. Systems analysis (Business requirements identification) 

: Systems design 

. Systems coding and implementation 

. Systems validation and testing 

�items analysis and systems design have been detailed discussed and identified mainly in 

fulphase of the report. 

lnlemational Medical Center (IMC) requirements were to build a task management system 

�mas windows application. In addition, the proposed system has the following futures: 

. Enabling the Admin user to add and delete employee. 

!· Enabling the Manager to manage his teamwork and their tasks

J. Enabling the employee to be informed and updated with his assigned tasks

� Monitoring and tracking the assigned tasks 

j. Enabling the manager to evaluate his employees based on their performance quality and

time.

Systems Analysis: 

mentioned in phase one, the Use Case tool has been done and it was reviewed with the client 

first iteration. After that, the feedback was considered in the second iteration and the sys

requirements were collected. 

20 
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J Systems Requirement Specification 

Extend 

0 Employee 
interface 

IA 
Employee 

Assign Task 

isystem requirements specifications are very important to ensure that the developed system 

'Ills the requirements of the IMC. The detailed require were indentified in the first phase of 

rroject (ref) 

J.l.1.1

Hollowing table summarizes the system requirements: 

iect requirements 

Jmin user requirements 

Requirement description 

The system provide the admin user the 

following facilities: 

Employee Tab: 

• Add new
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3.8 Testing and validation: 

Testing is the process of examining a product to determine what defect it contained. To con

auct the test, we have already constructed the Smart Bee 2008 system and have well-defmed 

i!andards for what constitutes a defect. We have tested our Smart Bee 2008 system with all its 

rossibilities and according to the specified scenario. We insure that its technicality was meet

ing the level of knowledge and experience for whom going to use the system in the Institution

alAdvancement & Learning Center IMC 

The testing of the system was done by several people: our supervisor, Effat college faculty, and 

ITstaff in IMC. The system was tested agilest the following: 

(1) User Friendly

All the testers confirmed that it was easy to use and has a very clear interface that can be fol

�wed and tracked. 

(2) Bug and Error Free

While testing the system the testers, save, and update some data, therefore that show that the 

system was error free and works properly. 

The system was also tested by a staff from Effat College. She recommended to develop a 

monthly employee evaluation report based on accumulated Smart Bee 2008 task evaluation. So 

!hat will facilitate the function of concluding the best employee of the month.
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Chapter 4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

IJ Conclusions 

[his project is aiming to analyze, design and implement a complete software package for en

�ncing task management system for IMC. Such software helps to improve the employee per

nrmance during their job tasks completion. Thus, the designed software will help the IMC to 

1itimize task management and allows the employee to follow up their tasks to finish them in 

ijitable time determined by the branch manager. 

In addition, the designed system allows each manager to evaluate his/her employees according 

ttheir performance based on some regulations embedded in the program. 

fhe designed system has been developed using Visual Basic and SQL server as a database plat

�rm. The designed software is a multi user windows application as per the IMC requirements. 

!he program is developed to enable the center employee and managers to distribute, track, fol

bw and report the tasks inside IMC to accomplish the center goals. 

!his report presents the research steps and the system development procedures in details. The

frrst chapter discusses the project introduction, organization profile, problem statement, project 

objectives, and previous work in the same field. The second chapter presents literature review 

ror some similar system as well as the used tools and software. The last chapter in this report 

rnvers the development and implementation of the software package. The main challenges we 

faced during executing this projects were: ( 1) the communication with IMC team to get their 

feed back during different development phases. This was due to their busy schedule (2) learning 

md mastering Visual Basic and SQL database. 
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IJ Future Recommendations 

·mally, the following are some recommendations that will help to enhance the program func-

1ms: 

• Transferring the program to work as a web based application.

• Use the program in different the IMC department and link/integrate them together for

shared projects/tasks.

• Integrate the Smart Bee 2008 with the IMC anticipated communication platform.
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2.18.20 Stress Tolerance - job requires accepting criticism and dealing calmly and ef-
fectively with high stress situations. 

2.18.21 Social Orientation - job requires preferring to work with others rather alone and be
ing personally connected with others on the job. 

2.18.22 Self Control - job requires maintaining composure, keeping emotions in 
check, controlling anger, and avoiding aggressive behavior, even in very difficult 
situations. 

2.18.23 Adaptability / Flexibility - job requires being open to change (positive or 
negative) and to considerable variety in the workplace. 

2.18.24 Attention to Detail - job requires being careful about detail and 
thorough in completing work tasks. 

2.18.25 Leadership - job requires a willingness to lead, take charge, and offer 
opinions and direction. 

Work Context 
2.18.26 Telephone 
2.18.27 Electronic Mail 
2.18.28 Freedom to Make Decisions -
2.18.29 Face-to-Face Discussions -
2.18.30 Indoors, out doors-

2.19 Communication 

2.19.1 Communicate with the general public and IMC employees in explaining and interpret 
rules, regulations, practices, and policies of the Staff Training & Development De
partment. Leads and directs the Management Assistants within the department in 
addressing complex/difficult departmental and administrative problems. Ensures the 
Staff Training & Development Manager and Assistant Staff Training & Development 
Managers are fully informed on all matters requiring attention. Assists the depart
ment manger and assistants in writing/assembling department memos, IMC Council 
and other administrative reports. Prepares sensitive and/or confidential recommen
dations and documents. Prepares difficult/complex reports, correspondence and in
ternal memos. 

2.20 Manual / Physical 
2.20.1 Operates office equipment data in PC to requests and various other forms. The be

havior of office or personnel to determine and maintain compliance with departmen
tal operating and safety standards and procedure. Meets scheduling and attendance 
requirements. 

2.21 Mental 
2.21.1 Researches and conducts organizational and procedural analyses to make recom

mendations to training management. Evaluates organizational changes, personnel 
actions, etc., and reports on the merits of the recommendations. Provides adminis
trative leadership and support to all division managers within the IA&LC division in
cluding providing guide advice, information and problem resolution. Assists the de
partment manger, assistant managers and division managers in developing policy 
alternatives. Assists department and division management in develop
ing/implementing management improvements. Acts as department HR con
tact/liaison. Monitors project assigned to the various divisions, evaluates materials 
submitted and works with the divisions to provide feedback or additional information 
prior to submitting to the Staff Training & Development Manager or the Assistants. 
Comprehends and makes inferences from written material, statistical and demo
graphic information. Prioritizes work assignments. Reviews or checks the work of 
others to ensure to departmental standards. Coordinator work activities 
and program functions with IMC Staff Training & Development Department / IA&LC. 

2.22 Tasks 

2.22.1 Keep up with developments in area of expertise by reading current journals, books 
and magazine articles. 
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2.22.2 Present information, using a variety of instructional techniques and formats such as 
role playing, simulations, team exercises, group discussions, videos and lectures. 

2.22.3 Schedule classes based on availability of classrooms, equipment, and instructors. 
2.22.4 Organize and develop, or obtain, training procedure manuals and guides and course 

materials such as handouts and visual materials. 
2.22.5 Offer specific training programs to help workers maintain or improve job skills. 
2.22.6 Monitor, evaluate and record training activities and program effectiveness. 
2.22.7 Attend meetings and seminars as per request from the Head of the Staff Training & 

Development department to obtain information for use in training programs, or to in
form management of training program status. 

2.22.8 Coordinate recruitment and placement of training program participants. 
2.22.9 Evaluate training materials prepared by instructors, such as outlines, text, and 

handouts. 
2.22.10 Develop alternative training methods if expected improvements are not seen. 

2.23 Job Zone 
2.23.1 Overall Experience - a minimum of two to four years of work-related skill, know

ledge, or experience is needed for these occupations. For example, an accountant 
must complete four years of college and work for several years in accounting to be 
considered qualified. 

2.23.2 Job Training - employees in these occupations usually need several years of work
related experience, on-the-job training, and/or vocational training. 

2.23.3 Job Zone Examples - many of these occupations involve coordinating, supervising, 
managing, or training others. Examples include accountants, human resource man
agers, computer programmers, teachers, chemists and police detectives. 

2.23.4 Education - most of these occupations require a four-year bachelor's degree, but 
some do not. 

2.24 Basic Skills 
2.24.1 Active Learning - understanding the implications of new information for both current 

and future problem-solving and decision-making. 
2.24.2 Active Listening - giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking time to 

understand the points being made, asking questions as appropriate, and not inter
rupting at inappropriate times. 

2.24.3 Critical Thinking - using logic and reasoning to identify the strengths and weak
nesses of alternative solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems. 

2.24.4 Leaming Strategies - selecting and using training/instructional methods and proce
dures appropriate for the situation when learning or teaching new things. 

2.24.5 Mathematics - using mathematics to solve problems. 
2.24.6 Monitoring - monitoring/assessing performance of yourself, other individuals or or

ganizations to make improvements or take corrective action. 
2.24. 7 Reading Comprehension - understand written sentences and paragraphs in work 

related documents. 
2.24.8 Science - using scientific rules and methods to solve problems. 
2.24.9 Speaking - talking to others to convey information effectively. 
2.24.10 Writing - communicating effectively in writing as appropriate for the needs of the 

audience. 

2.25 Complex Problem Solving Skills 
2.25.1 Complex Problem Solving - identifying complex problems and reviewing related in

formation to develop and evaluate options and implement solutions. 

2.26 Resource Management Skills 

2.26.1 Management of Material Resources - obtaining and seeing to the appropriate use of 
equipment, facilities, and materials needed to do certain work. 

2.26.2 Time Management - managing one's own time and the time of others. 
2.26.3 Coordination - adjusting actions in relation to other's actions. 
2.26.4 Instructing - teaching others how to do something 
2.26.5 Negotiation - Bringing others together and trying to reconcile differences. 
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2.26.6 Persuasion - Persuading others to change their minds or behavior 
2.26. 7 Service Orientation - actively looking for ways to help people. 
2.26.8 Social Perceptiveness - being aware of other's reactions and understanding why 

they react as they do. 

2.27 System Skills 
2.27.1 Judgment and Decision Making - considering the relative costs and benefits of 

potential actions to choose the most appropriate one. 
2.27.2 Systems Analysis - determining how a system should work and how changes in 

conditions, operations, and the environment will affect outcomes. 

2.28 Technical Skills 
2.28.1 Equipment Maintenance - performing routine maintenance on equipment and 

determining when and what kind of maintenance is needed. 
2.28.2 Equipment Selection - determining the kind of tools and equipment needed to do 

a job. 
2.28.3 Operations Analysis - analyzing needs and product requirements to create a de

sign. 

3. Position Qualification

3.1. Education 

3.1.1. Requires a Bachelor's Degree from an accredited college or university, 
preferably Public or Business Administration, or a related field. 

3.2. Experience 

3.2.1 Professional - level Administrative Experience (3-5 years) 

3.3. Expertise & Skills 

3.3.1 Knowledge 

3.3.1.1 

3.3.1.2 
3.3.1.3 
3.3.1.4 
3.3.1.5 

3.3.1.6 
3.3.1.7 

3.3.1.8 

3.3.1.9 

3.3.1.10 

3.3.1.11 

3.3.1.12 

Modern Management Techniques and practices of public administration and 
governmental Organizations. 
Personnel rules and management policies 
Procedures and practices on a department-wide level 
Professional-level research techniques, methods and procedures 
Principle, practices and methods of employee supervision, training and eval
uation 
Statistical methods used in public administration 
Customer and Personal Service - Knowledge of principles and processes of 
providing customer and personal services. This includes customer needs as
sessment, meeting quality standards for services, and evaluation of custom
er satisfaction. 
Education and Training - Knowledge of principles and methods for curricu
lum and training design, teaching and instruction for individuals and groups, 
and the measurement of training effects. 
Personnel and Human Resources - Knowledge of principles and procedures 
for personnel recruitment, selection, training, compensation and benefits, la
bor relations and negotiation, and personnel information systems. 
Clerical - Knowledge of administrative and clerical procedures and systems 
such as word processing, managing files and records, stenography and tran
scription, designing forms, and other office procedures and terminology. 
English Language - Knowledge of the structure and content of the English 
language including the meaning and spelling of words, rules of composition, 
and grammar. 
Administration and Management - knowledge of business and management 
principles involved in strategic planning, resource allocation, human re-
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sources modeling, leadership technique, production methods and coordina
tion of people and resources. 

3.3.1.13 Psychology- Knowledge of human behavior and pelformance, individual dif
ferences in ability, personality, and interests, learning and motivation; psy
chological research methods; and the assessment and treatment of beha
vioral and affective disorders. 

3.3.1.14 Computers and Electronics - Knowledge of circuit boards, processors, chips, 
electronic equipment, and computer hardware and software, including appli
cations and programming. 

3.3.1.15 Public Safety and Security - Knowledge of relevant equipment, policies, pro
cedures, and strategies to promote effective local, state, or national security 
operations for the protection of people, data, property, and institutions. 

3.3.1.16 Communications and Media - Knowledge of medial production, communica
tion, and dissemination techniques and methods. This includes alternative 
ways to inform and entertain via written, oral and visual media. 

3.3.2 Ability 
3.3.2.1 Ensure department-wide consistency of rule/policy interpretation and appli-

cation. 
3.3.2.2 Resolve complex, difficult and/or sensitive administrative problems and issues. 
3.3.2.3 Attend and participate in meetings as support to the Department. 
3.3.2.4 Monitor projects assigned to the various divisions, evaluate materials submit-

ted, and work with the divisions provide feedback or additional information 
prior to submitting to the Staff Training & Development Manager. 

3.3.2.5 Gather pertinent facts, make thorough analyses, and arrive at sound con-
clusions. 

3.3.2.6 Establish and maintain effective working relationships with IMC officials, 
department managers, coworkers, vendors, citizens and other government 
officials. 

4. Working Condition

Prepared By: Rania AIMoyasser Reviewed By: Wafaa Saad 

Date: 04/ November/2007 Date: 04/ November/2007 

Approved By: Wafaa Saad 

Date: 04/ November/2007 
===:=.;==========� 
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============================� 

Receipt and Acknowledgment: 
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2.8. Develop and form relationships with all departments with the aim of providing and promoting 
hospital profile within the hospital. 

2.9. Develop testing and evaluation procedures. 

2.10. Develop a consultative management style that builds and supports relationships. 

2.11. Develop, Lead, and manage the organization requirement for intake of trainees, graduates 
and undergraduate forging links with key educational institutions as necessary. 

2.12. Recruit, motivate, and encourage professional development within the training team. 

2.13. Select and manage the quality of external training providers and consultants. 

2.14. Conduct orientation sessions. 

2.15. Conduct or arrange for ongoing technical training. 

2.16. Assess relevant training needs for individual's and organization in consultation with senior 
management. 

2.17. Provide a high quality consultancy and advisory service to managers and staff on all aspects 
of training and development. 

2.18. Manage and administer the organization's Trainee of the Year Award. 

2.19. Organize training venues and arrangements as necessary to achieve efficient training atten
dance. 

2.20. Organize training courses based on the Six High Performance Model (including Health & 
Safety) and assess the course outcomes meet the objectives of the job and the business. 

2.21. Apply a structured approach to managing the training and development function. 

2.22. Support the development of a professional and high impact global learning and development 
team, to guide the business in the achievement of its objectives. 

2.23. Roll out leadership programs to help front line managers motivate, build commitment and 
embed the Leadership Principles within their team. 

2.24. Review and manage the current Performance Development Process and train people as ne
cessary in its use. 

2.25. Review and update the organization's training directory to ensure it meets the requirements 
of the business and individuals. 

2.26. Collaborate with HR Operations in planning and implementation of relevant solutions. 

2.27. Conduct internal 360's for relevant Managers and Directors. 

2.28. Working with a complete team, including IT representatives, select validates and implement 
a Learning Management System (LMS) to register, track, and maintain centralized records 
of all employees training. Interact with a Human Resources team to ensure that all job de
scriptions link their training requirements to this system and that changes including docu
ment revisions and procedural updates are able to link to the LMS system to trigger the 
need for updated training. 

2.29. Employee Training. Create a vision for employee training and develop a strategy and road 
map to develop or buy curriculum and/ or transition classroom training to eLearning mod
ules where appropriate. Collaborate with Leadership and Management Development Direc
tor and other subject matter experts to support training delivery in a variety of content areas. 
Continually evaluate the effectiveness of training and update and maintain course offerings 
and availability. 

2.30. Tracking and Reporting. Work with IMC managers to ensure that employees are receiving 
appropriate and effective training. Actively engage with senior management to identify and 
assess organizational training needs. Provide reports and monitoring on training programs. 

2.31. Ensure training activities meet with and integrate with organizational requirements for quality 
management, health and safety, legal stipulations, environmental policies and general duty 
of care. 

2.32. Ensure that job descriptions, competencies and person specifications are prepared for each 
role within the organization. 

2.33. Be aware of current and future training and development interventions. 
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Evaluate the effectiveness of training and development 

3. POSITION QUALIFICATION

3.1 MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 

3.1.1 Candidates should possess the demonstrated abilities to present ideas clearly and 
effectively in writing; develop and deliver various training programs; analyze needs 
assessment data and recommend training; facilitate computer-based training mod
ules; effectively communicate with individuals from varying organizational rank and 
be able to establish and maintain effective working relationships with others. 

3.1.2 Demonstrate ability to work with diverse population preferred. Must communicate 
well and successfully complete an interview process and a training demonstration as 
may be determined by the search. 

3.1.3 Must be an extremely strong hands on facilitator, particularly in behavioral skills, 
team and management development. Must be very credible at Director / Manager 
level in the business. 

3.1.4 Can act as a model to other members of the Learning and Development team in 
terms of lifting overall skill levels 

3.1.5 Very strong design and facilitation skills (very competent on process facilitation, not 
just consent). 

3.1.6 Must have experience-managing people 

3.1. 7 Strategy and planning experience. 

3.1.8 Track record of forming close business relationships with customer (inter
nal/external) and building true ongoing ownership for solutions. 

3.1.9 Strong business relationships at middle/upper management level within the busi-
ness. 

3.1.10 Strong "customer account" management. 

3.1.11 Good consultation and business influence skills. 

3.1.12 Facilitate internal training and off-the-shelf programs on leadership development for 
management and non-management groups to develop participant's competencies 
and meet specified performance expectations. 

3.1.13 Designs, administers and analyzes training evaluations and feedback tools. 

3.1.14 Ensures learning is evaluated to assess effectiveness of programs and makes ad
justments as needed. 

3.1. 15 Monitors the linkage between curriculum and improved learner job performance by 
conducting evaluations to assess program reaction, transfer of learning, application 
back on the job and business impact to demonstrate value-added of services and 
programs rendered. 

3.1.16 Possess strong relationship building ability and influencing skills to pull people to
gether around common goals and company culture. 

3.1.17 Creates and maintains relationships and develops strong partnerships with senior 
leadership team. 

3.1.18 Ability to convey information and concepts to ensure transfer of learning. 

3.1.19 Prior supervisory/management experience strongly desired. 
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3.1.20 Demonstrated experience designing, delivering and implementing leadership devel
opment solutions, organization-wide change initiatives and corporate-wide systems 
to support improved effectiveness of people and the organization, 

3.1.21 Experience evaluating instructional results that supports the on-going development 
of staff including performance management, selection and retention is desirable. 

3.1.22 Strong oral and written communication skills. 

3.1.23 Excellent organizational skills. 

3.1.24 Ability to handle multiple projects and meet timelines. 

3.1.25 Strong knowledge of the Microsoft Office suite including Word, Excel, PowerPoint 
and Outlook. 

3.1.26 Must project a professional image, possess competence, stature and presence to 
quickly establish credibility within the organization with unquestionable integrity and 
trustworthiness. 

3.2 EDUCATION & EXPERIENCE 

3.2.1 Requires College graduates with a technical or business background or a well
rounded liberal arts education. 

3.2.2 Minimum 2 years of facilitation, training and organizational development experience 
is preferred. 

3.2.3 Minimum 5 years of managing experience is preferred. 

3.2.4 High-tech product training / development experience necessary. 

3.2.5 Creativity and the ability to develop and implement new ideas and processes. 

3.2.6 Ability to interact effectively with all levels of the organization. 

3.2.7 Strong oral and written communication skills and talent to provide leadership and 
motivation to the team is critical. 

3.2.8 Very strong organizational skills and detail-oriented with the ability to handle multiple 
priorities. 

3.2.9 Background in sales/operations and customer service field preferred. 

3.2.10 Knowledge of and experience with multiple learning delivery channels. 

3.2.11 Multi-location experience preferred. 

3.2.12 Experience in a rapidly growing, fast-paced organizations. 

3.3 EXPERTISE AND SKILLS 

3.3.1 Talking to others to convey infonnation effectively. 

3.3.2 Understanding written sentences and paragraphs in work related documents, 
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3.3.3 Teaching others how to do something 

3.3.4 Motivating, developing and directing people as they work, identifying the best people 
for the job. 

3.3.5 Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking times to understand the 
points being made. 

3.3.6 Managing one's own time and time of others. 

3.3. 7 Using logic and reasoning to identify the strengths and weakness alternative solu-
tions. 

3.3.8 Persuading others to change their minds or behavior. 

3.3.9 Actively looking for ways to help people. 

3.3.10 Consider the relative costs. 

3.3. 11 Extremely customer focused. 

3.3.12 Focused on demonstrating results for customers. 

3.3. 13 Good relationship, communication, and networking skills. 

3.3.14 Seeks feedback to improve. 

3.4 KNOWLEDGE 

3.4.1 Principles and methods for curriculum and training design, teaching and instruction 
for individuals and groups and the measurement of training effects is preferred. 

3.4.2 Principles and techniques of coaching, monitoring and performance consulting. 

3.4.3 Adult learning theory and instructional methodologies is recommended. 

3.4.4 Principles and procedures for personnel recruitment, selection, training, compensa
tion and benefits, labor relations and negotiation and personnel information sys
tems. 

3.4.5 Business and management principles involved in strategic planning, resource allo
cation, human resources, modeling, leadership technique, production methods and 
coordination of people and resources. 

3.4.6 Principles and processes for providing customer and personal services. 

3.4. 7 Laws, legal codes, government regulations, executive orders. 

3.4.8 Structure and content of the English language including the meaning and spelling of 
words, rules of composition and grammar. 

3.5 ABILITY 

3.5.1 Design and facilitate training to include instructor-led, distant learning and CBT for 
managers and supervisors. 

3.5.2 Design and perform needs assessments and training evaluations. 

3.5.3 Communicate information and ideas in speaking so others will understand. 

3.5.4 Speak clearly so others can understand you. 
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